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Welcome to Residential Market
Overview JLL Luxembourg

What is the current situation in the residential market
in Luxembourg? What are the best locations to invest?
What rental prices to expect?
Which market trends will impact the housing market in the
years to come?
The purpose of JLL’s first extensive report on the residential market
segment is to answer these questions. Our report provides global
market views and guidance to occupiers, developers and investors.
Demand for housing in Luxembourg remains high and the market
is booming, but the supply of new developments still fails to meet
the demand, keeping prices high and making access to property
more difficult. The residential market, particularly the multifamily
segment which has solidly grown during the past five years, is
evolving towards a combination of private owners and institutional
investors.
The lack of constructible land will keep prices under upward
pressure for the foreseeable future, but with the help of existing
and new government initiatives, this also creates opportunities.
We have defined the main criteria that the future hotspots for
residential development will have to meet and ranked a selection
of municipalities.
With local and international teams of experts in all sectors of real
estate, JLL is well equipped to assist clients in their future residential
projects, from start to finish. Do not hesitate to contact us for more
details and data-based advice on all micro-locations in the Grand
Duchy.

Angélique Sabron
Managing Director Luxembourg,
Head of Markets
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Macro-economic
1.GDP and disposable income
In 2019 the GDP per capita in purchasing power standards
in Luxembourg amounted to € 79,237 per capita. This
represents more than twice the purchasing power in the
Eurozone, € 31,900. The Grand Duchy of Luxemburg’s GDP
per capita is one of the highest in the world.
The official figures of GDP distribution per capita per region
are not available; but we can assume that the purchasing
power per household is higher in the capital, the financial
and economic centre of the country, and in cities where the
labour market has more well-paid jobs than in the
countryside.

GDP per Capita 2019 (in PPS)

indicators
GDP Forecast
Luxembourg GDP is expected to fall back in 2020 due to the
Covid-19 crisis, before recovering in 2021. At this point in time,
a V-shaped recovery is expected with solid economic growth
in 2021-2022.
Annual percentage change

GDP

2018

3.2

2019

2.3

2020

-3.7

2021

5.4

2022

5.2

2023

4.1

Source: Oxford Economics - Forecast 10 Oct 2020

Source: Oxford Economics

Historic evolution of disposable income per household
Disposable income per household is expected to dip in 2020 due to Covid-19, but is expected to rise again from 2021 onwards.
Average household size decreased in the past two decades, from 2.6 persons in 2000 to approx. 2.4 persons in 2025.
Salaries, wages and social contributions (including the social minimum wage) are adjusted in line with the evolution of the
cost of living. When the consumer price index increases or decreases by 2.5 % during the previous semester, salaries are
normally adjusted by the same proportion, thus preserving households’ purchasing power.

Source: Eurostat, Oxford Economics
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Macro-economic
2. (Un)employment
In 2019 the unemployment rate in Luxembourg averaged 5.8%,
which is lower than the EU average of 6.4%, but higher than
Germany, the top European country in that matter with an
unemployment rate of only 3.2% followed by the Netherlands
with 3.4%. The latest unemployment figure, that of October 2020,
was 6.3%. The rise year-over-year is mainly due to less job offers,
rather than more inscriptions at the ADEM, the National
Employment Agency. As unemployment increased abruptly in
March and the unemployment rate remained relatively stable
since then, the rise is allegedly linked to the Covid-19 crisis.
As a reminder, the lowest unemployment rate recorded in
Luxembourg over the last 25 years was 2.14% in September 2001.

indicators

Conversely, for the same period, the highest unemployment rate
was 7.17% in May 2014 1.
The unemployment rate is the highest in Esch (7.4% in 2019) a
historical consequence of the former steel industry in the area,
and the lowest in Grevenmacher (4.1%) which is located next to
the German border. Luxembourg City has an unemployment
rate of 5.45%.
Unemployment touches more young people aged between 2025 and foreigners in Europe. Luxembourg is no exception in that
respect.
1 https://www.wort.lu/fr/luxembourg/le-chomage-reste-stable-a-5-5dd51a2fda2cc1784e350237

Unemployment rate in 2019 (% of labour force aged 15-64 years)

Source: Statec
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Macro-economic
3. Population
With 626,108 inhabitants on 1st January 2020, of which
49.68% are women2 and 50.32% are men, Luxembourg is
growing steadily, at a pace of approx. 2% per year since the
beginning of the century. The median age in the country is
39.7 years.
According to figures provided by the National Institute of
Statistics and Economic Studies of the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg (STATEC), the resident population has increased
by more than 300,000 people over the last 30 years (in 1988,
the total population was 372,000). This increase is mainly due
to immigration. The largest cantons are Luxembourg, Esch
and Capellen, all with a current population in excess of 50,000
inhabitants. The density of inhabitants is the largest in the
cities of Esch-sur-Alzette (2,524 inhabitants/sq.km.),
Luxembourg City (2,376 inh./sq.km.), Pétange (1,641 inh./
sq.km.) and Schifflange (1,465 inh./sq.km.). Differdange and
Walferdange also have a population density of more than
1,000 inhabitants per sq.km.

indicators

According to data from Statec, the proportion of foreigners
in the total population was 47.48% as of 1st January 2020.
84% of foreign citizens stem from the 27 other member states
of the EU: Portugal comes first with 33.5%, followed by France
with 15.9% and Italy with 7.62%, then Belgium with 7.01%,
Germany with 4.56%, Great Britain with 2.06% and the
Netherlands with 1.49%.
Eurostat is also pointing out that the share of non-national
residents in the population of Luxembourg is the highest of
all European countries with 39%³ .
Moreover, immigration into the Grand Duchy is not spread
evenly across the country, according to Statec. Luxembourg
City, Esch-sur-Alzette and Differdange welcomed the most
immigrants between 2010 and 2019.
2 https://statistiques.public.lu/stat/TableViewer/tableView.aspx?ReportId=12853&IF_Language=fra&
MainTheme=2&FldrName=1
³ https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/national-policies/eurydice/content/population-demographic-situationlanguages-and-religions-46_fr

Population Growth Forecast
(Figures at 1st Jan - existing until 2020, then perspectives)

Population Growth per Canton –
top 3 are Luxembourg, Esch and Capellen

Source : Statec, Worldometers, populationpyramid.net
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1. Housing stock
In 2020 there were a total of 265,000 households in the Grand
Duchy for 146,700 inhabited buildings according to Statec.
Whilst the number of new dwellings delivered each year
grows, the growth is still not large enough to accommodate
all new households, thus putting upward pressure on prices.
One out of four buildings is less than 20 years old and the
stock of multifamily properties is even more recent, with
more than one out of 3 built after 2000.
Houses are being gradually replaced by multifamily
properties. Single family houses represented 53.7% of the
total number of new buildings delivered in the period 19461980. This proportion fell back to 36.6% in the period between
2001 and now. The highest numbers of apartment buildings
can be found in densely inhabited areas in the canton of
Luxembourg and various municipalities in the Southwest
near the French and the Belgian border.
The current housing stock in the Grand Duchy counts 49.7%
single-family houses and 50.3% apartments, of which 36%
in apartment buildings and 14.3% in semi-residential
buildings. The total number of apartments slightly
outnumbers the number of houses.

Number of Apartment Buildings by Region

Source: ACT, STATEC (2017) – Data as of 1st March 2017

Evolution of housing delivered by type – single family houses decrease in favour of apartments

Source : Statec, Le Logement en chiffres 2020
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Share of recent dwellings per municipality

Number of recent*dwellings per commune

*Constructed after 2006

Source: ACT, STATEC (2017)

Housing stock - 25% was built after 2000⁶
2001 & after
25%

<1919
10%

1919-1960
23%

1981-2001
22%
1961-1980
20%
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The financial crisis of 2008 has significantly impacted the
construction industry. In 2009 and 2010, the years following
the crisis, the number of completed buildings dipped, but
completions have risen steadily. Since that time the proportion
of apartments versus single family houses remains solidly in
favour of multifamily properties, particularly in large cities. In
Luxembourg City, for example, 92.6% of the housing units
completed in the decade between 2007 and 2016 were
apartments.
The preferred accommodation type is directly linked to the
urban or rural situation of the municipality and thus the
population’s density. It is not surprising to find more spacious
houses in the countryside than in urban areas.
The proportion of houses and flats remained relatively stable
until a few years ago. New constructions, however, might
change the outlook of the stock in a few decades. Until the
1980s, the one-family house was the preferred accommodation
representing on average 70% of the buildings completed each
year. In the 1990s the apartment become the preferred
housing option and this position strengthened since that
time. In 2016 apartments represented 69.3% of the completed

accommodations (2,673 apartments for a total of 3,856
accommodations completed).
The housing stock is quite recent, with 56.6% of the
accommodation completed in the 1980s and 20.4%
completed in the last 20 years. Apartments are the most
recent type of property: 52.9% of apartment buildings where
built from the 1980s onwards whilst 27.10% of the singlefamily houses were completed before 1950 and 32.2% of the
farms were built at the beginning of the previous century.
In spite of the recent increase in construction of new units,
the need for housing still exceeds the number of apartments
delivered. The need for new housing units is calculated at
approx. 6,500 new units on average per year. From 2,824
dwellings delivered in 2010, the figure increased to 3,856 in
2016 to 4,319 in 2017. Since 2017 more than 5,000 building
permits were delivered each year. The last figures available
are those for 2019, when building permits were delivered for
5,616 additional dwellings, still roughly 900 units below the
number needed every year.

Need for

Delivery of

+ 6500

3000

New housing units
On average/year
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2. Home ownership
In Luxembourg 69% of the households own the
accommodation they live in, which represents 73% of the
population of which 43% pay a mortgage and 4 out of 5 are
aged over 65 years⁴.
The rate of home ownership varies, among other things, by
nationality. On average, 73% of the inhabitants of Luxembourg
live in an accommodation they own. Luxembourg nationals
are at the top of the European ranking with 84.5% owners
and only 15.5% tenants. Among the inhabitants of foreign
nationality, the rate of owner-occupiers is below the average
figure.
28.3% of the households are tenants, mostly of unfurnished
apartments. 50% of those tenants are foreigners living in
Luxembourg⁵.
From the age of 20 onwards, the rate of homeowners
decreases until the 25-29 age group. This evolution can be
explained by the fact that the young people of these age
groups are leaving the homes of their parents to live, at first,
in a rented accommodation.
Then from the age of 30 onwards, the homeownership rate
is steadily increasing up to the age group of 80 to 84 years.
From this age onwards, the rate of home ownership declines.
The people concerned sometimes move to other countries,
to smaller dwellings that they rent, they use accommodation
provided by their children or live in a retirement or nursing
home.
Housing occupancy status is also related to household size.
Among single households, people living alone, the percentage
of owners is the lowest (around 50%) and the percentage of
tenants the highest.
For households with two or three people, the ownership rate
is 70%. The rate rises to 80% for households with four or more
members.
4 https://www.wort.lu/fr/luxembourg/etude-du-statec-le-logement-si-cher-aux-luxembourgeois54882aff0c88b46a8ce4611b
5 https://statistiques.public.lu/catalogue-publications/RP2011-premiers-resultats/2013/08-13-FR.pdf
6 Statec – Observatoire de l’Habitat – Le logement en chiffres N°9 - Avril 2020
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3. Pricing
Eurostat points out in its House Price Index (2015 = 100), that
the index for all types of accommodation combined (houses,
flats, new build, old and semi-residential) is rising steadily
over the years all over Europe. Luxembourg follows that trend,
but at a higher pace over the last year than observed in other
European countries. The House Price Index (2015 = 100) for
Luxembourg is 148.88 for Q2-2020 against 125.81 on average
for the 27 EU countries. This ranks Luxembourg in 6th position
in Europe with a progression of 17.53 points compared to 12
months earlier⁶.

and far higher than anywhere else. We observe rising prices
all over the country, but noticeably faster in the capital, in
Strassen and in Junglinster⁷. Prices are rising rapidly as a result
of the lack of constructible land. Taxes on vacant lots are
virtually inexistent and the exponential increase in land prices
over the past few years comforts land owners in their hold
strategy. The land component in the total purchase price for
residential accommodation can be as high as 45%.
⁶ https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/view/teicp270/default/table?lang=en
⁷ https://paperjam.lu/article/logement-augmente-133-sur-an

Even though Luxembourg City experienced a decrease in 2011,
followed by flat prices between 2013 and 2014, since then the
prices in the capital are rising faster than in other municipalities

Evolution of registered prices per sq.m. in a selection of municipalities (€ per sq.m.)
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The latest figures published by the Observatoire de l’Habitat
on the 12-month period from 1st July 2019 to 30th June 2020
report average asking prices varying from €3,958 per sq.m. in
rural areas in the North to €11,657 per sq.m. in the capital.
These are average prices that apply to existing and new
buildings combined, so prices for new built apartments will
be even higher. Logically prices in the capital, which is centrally
located and the political and economic hotspot, are the
highest in the country.

The lowest recorded prices in the country were recorded in
the North, in the municipalities of Lac-de-Haute-Sûre,
Winseler, Troisvierges, Beaufort and Wiltz, with announced
prices still between €3,958 and € 4,440 per sq.m. Most
municipalities, 26 out of the 51 municipalities observed, are
in the price range between € 5,000 and €7,000 per sq.m. The
national average, on the basis of 21,940 offers studied by the
Ministère du Logement and Observatoire de l’Habitat, is
€8,858 per sq.m. or €732,626 per apartment, which indicates
an average apartment size for acquisitions of 82.7 sq.m.
nationwide.

Average asking price per sq.m. for apartments in a selection of municipalities (July 2019-June 2020)
Announced average price per municipality July 2019-June 2020

14,000
11,657

euros (current prices)

12,000

10,796
9,358

10,000

8,260
8,000

6,939

6,911

6,511

6,435

6,342

6,253

6,168

6,000
4,440
4,000
2,000
0

Source: Observatoire de l’Habitat – graph showing only those municipalities where average price > €7,500 per sq.m.

Municipalities with more than 100 offers observed (July 2019 – June 2020)
Number of offers July 2019-June 2020
4,000

8,167 offers in Luxembourg City

3,500
3,000
2,500
2,072

2,000
1,500
1,000

1,260

1,113
840

500
0
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Prices for new apartments published by Observatoire de
l’Habitat for the 12 months prior to mid-2020, when excluding
both the 5% highest and the 5% lowest, show a national
average of € 7,666 per sq.m. for new apartments, 18.5% above
the price registered for an existing apartment, which was
€ 6,471 per sq.m.
When annexes such as cellars and internal and external car
parking spaces are filtered out of the prices, prices for new
apartments are slightly lower but give a better idea, however

theoretical, of the average price for the useful spaces. This
exercise gives a national average price per sq.m. of € 6,896 for
new apartments and of € 5,880 per sq.m. for existing
apartments. For the City of Luxembourg this method results
in an average price of € 9,672 per sq.m.. Of course the cost of
buying the ancillary areas needs to be added on top. The
average price of an internal car parking space is currently
estimated at € 51,000, an external parking space at € 21,000
and a cellar at € 10,000.

Most expensive municipalities (prices in € per sq.m.) registered (via notarial deeds)
for new apartments (VEFA = vente en état futur d’achèvement)
City of Luxembourg

Bertrange

Strassen

Average:

11,035

10,727

9,431

Range:

8,216 – 14,326

8,648 – 12,710

8,190 - 11,543

Source: Observatoire de l’Habitat – observation period mid-2019 to mid-2020

Average prices per sq.m. for new apartments
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Given the steep rise in prices in the past decade as a result of
the lack of constructible land, the affordability of houses and
apartments is in danger. To remedy this situation, the
government has introduced a new housing pact (Housing
Pact 2.0) with rules based on three main goals:
1 increase the affordable housing offer at a
municipal level,
2 mobilise constructible land at a municipal
level, and
3 optimise quality of life in each residential
area by a well-thought urbanisation.
These principles are enforced by new regulations such as the
guarantee that affordable housing units are still built by
dedicating 10% of the constructible land per municipality to
affordable housing. Furthermore, activity zones will be created
close to residential areas to ensure housing and workplace
proximity and reduce commuting time and thus environmental
footprint. The municipalities will have the pre-emptive right
to ensure there is no shortage of constructible lands for
affordable housing and a rental market regulation by setting
fixed rent prices equal to maximum 5% of the invested
capital⁸.

construction of new accommodation and targeted new
developments. The pact gathers a list of national goals that
can be adopted by municipalities and subsidised by the state.
An assessment system guarantees that the goals recorded in
the individual pact signed by the municipalities are achieved
and then subsidised by the state. The Housing Pact targets a
list of goals from which the municipalities can pick the ones
they want to achieve. This ensures national coherence in the
actions undertaken by the municipalities.
This new pact would result for developers in the loss of 15 to
20% of constructible land in favour of affordable housing⁹.
According to the regulations of the new Pact, municipalities
and the state will be allowed to acquire more affordable
housing or land that can be used to build affordable homes
in the context of a special development plan (PAP). In contrast
to the current legislation, a PAP must make provision for a
higher number of affordable units. In future, for land classed
under a general development plan (PAG) as being in zones
earmarked for the creation of residential districts, the required
proportion of affordable housing will actually be doubled
with effect from 1 January 2022 compared with the situation
for land already classed in these zones.
⁸ https://gouvernement.lu/fr/actualites/toutes_actualites/communiques/2020/07-juillet/30-koxloyer.html
⁹ Source: Ministere du logement https://gouvernement.lu/dam-assets/documents/
actualites/2020/07-juillet/Dossier-de-presse-Logement.pdf

The main objective of the Housing Pact 2.0 is to give
responsibility to the municipalities as main actor for the
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1. General dynamics in favour of the rental market

Rental
market growth

Steady net inflow

Increasing
urbanisation

The rental market prices rose at a steady pace until 2014. At that time prices have
started to rise even faster.
Luxembourg City represents 42% in 2016, almost half, of the rental market of the
whole country. In 2010 Luxembourg knew a peak in the number of accommodations
available for rent on the market, then from this point on a decrease until 2014 to
start rising again slowly. The population growth is due in large part to immigration.
Immigrants, more than Luxembourgish nationals, are oriented towards the rental
market. Roughly 50% of immigrants rent their homes. This trend is expected to
continue, in particular in major cities.
As a consequence of the Covid-19 crisis, financing is expected to become more
difficult as banks will limit risks by reducing the leverage ratio. Candidates for
house ownership (partially) financed by loans will need to invest more own funds.

The net inflow of international immigrants in Luxembourg is mainly oriented
towards the letting market. In Luxembourg the immigration process is far faster
than in other European countries, which increases the need for accommodation.
In 2019 alone, the Grand Duchy welcomed 11,889 new residents, 3,926 of which
in the capital and immigration is forecast to increase more than 2% each year in
the next few years. The number of residential units that are under development
cannot meet this demand. The lack of offer puts upward pressure on prices, which
may ultimately benefit the rental market.

Urbanisation is gaining ground all over the country, but not at the same pace
everywhere:
This situation is the result of an evolution which has been uneven. In 1851, the
“cantons” were populated in an equal way (between 13,000 and 17,000 inhabitants),
except for Luxembourg City, which was already larger at the time, and the smaller
canton of Vianden. However, with the industrialisation of the country, the population
of the cantons of Luxembourg City and Esch increased more strongly and earlier
than that of the other cantons. Strong population growth in other cantons only
began in 1960, and in Vianden at the turn of the millennium. Since the cantons and
municipalities are very different with regard to their number of inhabitants, but
less so in terms of surface area, those cantons that knew the highest population
growth currently have the highest population densities and the highest level of
urbanisation.
The density of the population varies from approx. 40 inhabitants per sq.km. in the
rural municipalities in the north to more than 2,000 inhabitants per sq.km. in the
City of Luxembourg and in Esch-sur-Alzette.¹⁰

https://statistiques.public.lu/catalogue-publications/RP2011-premiers-resultats/2012/03-12.pdf
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Changing housing
preferences

Lack of
affordability

Post-Covid Era

Times are changing. Particularly in urban areas, flexibility is the new key word.
Gone are the days when people bought a house for life. People adapt their housing
to their personal situation, which is also changing more often than a couple of
decades ago. Single person households increase, young couples settle later, the
divorce rate remains high and people live longer. All these phases in life come with
different demands for housing. Add to this the high level of immigration and the
accommodation demand is booming.

The booming economic environment and the real estate market speculation
support the lack of affordable housing and makes it harder for lower-income
households to own their own home. As a consequence, people could postpone
their purchase and remain on the rental market. Rental prices performed a steep
climb in the past decade, particularly rents for apartments, thus putting a strain
on household budgets. For instance, a couple earning the current average salary
in Luxembourg, i.e. € 3000 net per person per month, will spend roughly 50% of
their income on rent. The Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg foresees a wide range of
housing support and agreed on a new Housing Pact 2.0 (Nouveau Pacte du
Logement 2.0) to regulate the real estate market, including the rental market.
The one-stop shop advises all those who would like to purchase a house of the
support they are eligible for to acquire their homes in terms of capital, interest
rates, climate change related mortgages or state deposits to the bank, but also the
tenants to help them gather a deposit or to get support to pay their rent.

At stated above, the impact of Covid induces banks to closely monitor the loans
they grant. It seems certain that the leverage ratio will decrease and that individuals
will have to come up with more own funds than before. This will inevitably compel
certain potential purchasers to postpone their acquisition in favour of renting.
Another consequence of Covid is that people will work more from home in the
future, thus creating the need for a space to work at home. The risk of more
pandemics in the future – and subsequent lockdowns - also seems likely to increase
demand for apartments equipped with a garden or a balcony. Uncertainties in the
labour market could also cause people to rent rather than buy.
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2. Rental prices
According to the latest figures available from the Ministère
du Logement, average rents for apartments in the 12-month
period from 1st July 2019 to 30th June 2020 varied from
€ 13.2 per sq.m. per month in Clervaux in the north to € 34.5
in the City of Luxembourg.

National average:

The national average during that same period for the 40
municipalities observed was € 29 per sq.m. per month. These
average rents are quoted in current prices, i.e. without taking
inflation into account, and do not include 62 municipalities
where there are insufficient offers available to calculate a
statistically correct average.

€ 1,550

Luxembourg City occupied the top position of the ranking
with an average rent of € 1,686 per month or € 34.5 per sq.m.
per month. Other municipalities where rents exceeded € 30
per sq.m. per month in that same period were Leudelange,
Mamer and Walferdange. In the top 10 of highest rents per
sq.m. we also find Esch-sur-Alzette, Strassen, Bertrange and
Dudelange.

per sq.m.
per month

per month
or

€ 29

Rental prices per municipality

The high ranking of Luxembourg City in both the sales and
rental markets can be explained by the presence of a large
labour market in the centre including corporates and
administrations, which attract demand from national citizens
and from international expats working in the area. The large
number of cross-border workers, foreigners crossing the
border to work in Luxembourg in combination with
Luxembourgers who made the choice to live abroad due to
high real estate market prices in the Grand Duchy, increase
the commute time to any destination in the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg in general and to Luxembourg City in particular.

Rent in €/sq.m./month

Weiswampach

Clervaux

Wiltz

Diekirch

The German, Belgian or French real estate markets with their
low prices are strong competitors for border municipalities
located in the Grand Duchy and keep prices lower in locations
close to the eastern, western and northern country borders.
Municipalities along the southern border with France, where
the most cross-border workers originate from, have higher
rents¹¹.

Ettelbruck
Echternach
Mersch
Habscht

Echternach
Lorentzweiler
Steinsel

Steinfort

Mamer

Luxembourg

Grevenmacher
Contern

Remich

Sanem
Leudelange Hesperange

More than 100,000 French cross-border workers commute to
Luxembourg every day, vs. approximately 47,000 from
Germany and Belgium. Cross-border workers from France are
attracted by the extensive labour market opportunities in the
capital and the south of the Grand Duchy.

Roeser
Differdange

No data available

Esch

Remich

Dudelange

¹¹ https://www.bil.com/Documents/brochures/bil-brochures-immoindex-fr.pdf
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A survey of the average monthly rent and the average rent per
sq.m. in the figures for mid-2019 to mid-2020 offers insight in
the average size of apartments. In the City of Luxembourg
where the rents are the highest, the size of rental apartments
is the smallest, 50 sq.m., vs. 66 sq.m. on average in the whole
country. This suggests a dominance of small flats in the
capital. Unsurprisingly the municipalities where the rental
prices per sq.m. are the lowest have the largest apartments

Announced average rent per sq.m. per month

for rent, on average 76 sq.m. In the comparison of a selection
of 12 municipalities below. It is obvious that the most
expensive municipalities have the smallest average size of
apartments. This can be explained by the dominance of
studios and one-bedroom apartments in main cities, in
response to demand from single households, such as the
large expat community in the capital.

Average size of apartment (offers 2019-2020)

46 sq.m.

59 sq.m.

70 sq.m.

Source: Ministère du Logement – Observatoire de l’Habitat (period July 2019-June 2020)
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With regard to the offer of apartments for rent, Luxembourg
City has the highest offer by far, 7,611 offers in the 12-month
period from July 2019 to June 2020. This represents 57% of
the apartments offered on the rental market in that period.
Esch-sur-Alzette has the second highest offer of apartments
for rent, 779 in the same period, representing 6% of the
apartments on the market, followed by Strassen and Mamer
with respectively 3% and 2% of the offer in the last 12-month
period.
As the average rents in Luxembourg City and Esch-sur-Alzette
are also at the top of the price ranking, it is safe to assume
that demand exceeds the offer and as such does not have a

downward effect on asking rents.
In the 10-year period between 2007 and 2016, on average
11,300 apartments were offered for rent each year. The offer
peaked in 2010 with 18,000 units, a direct consequence of the
financial crisis of 2008, due to which a number of apartments
were released on the market between 2008 and 2010 in
combination with a smaller demand at the time. The number
of apartments offered on the market then decreased until
2014, to an offer of only 5,623 apartments in that year. Since
then number of offers is rising again but has not met the peak
of 2010 nor the pre-financial crisis level of approx. 14,000
offers per year.

Number of offers of rental apartments – 12-month period 1st July 2019 – 30th June 2020

Source : Ministère du Logement – Observatoire de l’Habitat
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3. Market practice leases
Rent agreement
Ǌ Duration
Studio: 6 months -1 year
1 bedroom: 1-2 years
2 to 3 bedroom: 2-3 years

Ǌ
Ǌ
Ǌ

Automatic renewal (year-by-year basis)
Indexation – every 2 years (B1 prix à la consommation)
At the end of the rental, repainting of the entire
apartment and necessary repairs are to be borne by
the tenant

Ǌ

Charges: the tenant pays an upfront amount each
month for water, heating and common maintenance of
the building. At the end of the year, a breakdown of
costs and payments is made.

Ǌ

Electricity and internet/TV are paid directly by the
tenant

Ǌ

In and out inventory

The future tenant should provide
Ǌ Bank deposit of 3x rent
Ǌ Insurance
Ǌ Payment of the first rent + charges
Ǌ Agency fees: 1x rent + VAT
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Termination of a lease
Either by mutual consent; or unilaterally, at the initiative of
one of the parties:

Ǌ

Landlord (6 month notice period; only possible for
personal use of the property, in case of breach of
obligations by the tenant or any other serious and
legitimate reasons that may preclude renewal)

Ǌ

Tenant (3 month notice period at lease end or
diplomatic clause action starting from the 2nd year of
lease – possibility to terminate upon 3 months)

Insurances
The property should be covered by an insurance provided
by the owner.The tenant should provide an insurance for
civil liability although this is not obligated by law. Market
practice is for all tenants to provide an attestation for
insurance.
Holding costs
Landlord bears the Real Estate tax (Taxe foncière), waste tax
and major works. Property management costs are not
recoverable by the Tenants.
Tenant is taking care of the minor repairs.
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1. Availability of land
Due to the scarce offer of constructible land and the high
demand for housing, land prices are high and represent an
increasing part of the purchase price of units in development
projects. More important than land prices, however, is the
availability of constructible land. In the past few years, demand
for land was so high – as stated above 25% of the housing
stock was built in the last 20 years – that prices have risen
exponentially, thus inducing owners of vacant lots of land for
residential construction to speculate, holding their land for
years before selling, to benefit from the increase in price.

Land

The 2003 regional planning master plan, aware of the need to
advance intermunicipal cooperation to achieve its policy
objectives with regard to housing, called for the creation of six
planning regions: North, North-Central, East, West, SouthCentral and South. The objective was an integrated and
coherent urban development of the main agglomerations and
urban poles of the Grand Duchy and this both to ensure an
efficient urban framework, in line with the superior principle
of concentrated deconcentration, and also to contribute
strongly to a structured regional development of the regions
concerned.

More important than the price of land for a developer, however,
is the availability of constructible land in a location that can
be considered as a mature market that meets crucial
investment criteria such as population growth and density,
where demand is high and purchasing power is solid. If these
criteria are met, the development project will be successful
even if the price of the land represents a large proportion of
the final asking price for the apartment.

System of Development and Attraction Centres (CDA)

Source: gouvernement.lu, Urban and regional development, 2020
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2. Land prices
The scarcity of land has pushed prices massively upward in
the past decade. The highest prices apply to the cantons of
Luxemburg and Esch. The difference between these two is that
large variations in land price can occur from one municipality
or district of Luxembourg City to another, whilst prices in the
canton of Esch are relatively homogenous.
As you can see on the map below, the least expensive land is
found in the cantons Wiltz and Clervaux in the north. Land
prices are also heavily influenced by their distance to the
capital. Land prices in locations that are 30 minutes or more
away from the capital are approximately 38% lower than in
the Centre. When the distance exceeds 60 minutes, land prices
are 50% lower than in the capital.

Land

Land prices for smaller land parcels have a higher price per
sq.m. than larger land parcels. More than 80% of the
“Baulücken”, vacant plots of constructible land, are in the
hands of private persons as opposed to 5% held by the
municipalities or the State. As there is no tax burden on these
vacant plots, speculation is expected to continue as long as
the prices keep rising at the current pace.

Indication of land prices – highest prices in the cantons Luxembourg and Esch

Less than 5 observations
<400 €/sq.m.
401 - 600 €/sq.m.
601 - 800 €/sq.m.
801 - 1,000 €/sq.m.
>1,000 €/sq.m.

Source: Ministère du Logement/Observatoire de l’Habitat – period 1st January 2015 – 31st December 2017
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3. Hotspots
Based upon all the information publicly available, we have
defined a number of criteria against which we scored each
of the cantons. The ultimate objective was to rank the cantons
for their suitability for residential development.
The resulted ranking is visible on the map below. The ranking
is calculated on 5 criteria meant to measure the investment/
development opportunities in each canton:
1 Number of inhabitants,
2 Population density (inh./sq.km.),
3 Population growth rate (annual percentage
growth in the period 2015-2020),
4 Market maturity, i.e. large, active and liquid
(JLL data),

Land

Ranking of cantons according to their suitability
for residential development
Ranking:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Luxemburg
Esch
Capellen
Remich
Grevenmacher
Mersch
Diekirch
Redange
Wiltz
Echternach
Vianden
Clervaux

5 Land area available for housing (Latest data
available at L’Observatoire de l’Habitat from
2016).
The price of the land has not been considered in the
calculation due to a subordinate importance: the promotor
acquires land at the market price (per commune) regardless
of the price level, because the targeted commune corresponds
to its main investment criteria.

Rank: 			

12 			

1

Source: JLL, Statec
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1. Investor activity
The residential market in Luxembourg attracts both private and institutional
investors. At this point in time, private investors and family offices dominate the
market, but with the growing rental market and persistently low interest rates,
institutional investors are becoming more and more active in this segment.
Private investors
Private investors dominate the smaller market segments. Some of them are
diversifying their portfolios to include larger units for the benefit of cohousing, with
a view to obtain a higher yield on investment.
A typical private investor is a local high net worth individual with in-depth market
knowledge. Foreign private investors mainly come from one of the neighbouring
countries.
New built projects is the preferred market segment of private investors. We note a
trend to buy whole developments rather than a few units, in order to limit the coownership in the portfolio. This focus explains the presence of private investors in
smaller residential properties.
From a geographical point of view, the City of Luxembourg is traditionally on the
shopping list of all private investors. Recently we see private investors investing in
new locations outside the capital, both south and north of the capital, where
purchase prices are slightly lower and yields are higher.
Private investors increasingly look at existing properties and, as a consequence,
prices for these assets tend to increase. Their main objectives are houses for
renovation and transformation into small residencies or older apartments which
they renovate and potentially furnish, particularly in the case of small units.
The accelerated depreciation rate could change from 6 to 5% and the duration of
the deductibility will be adapted accordingly from 6 to 5 years. If approved by the
Parliament, the new rule will be applicable as from 1st January 2021 for the
acquisition of new projects of maximum € 1 million. In case the threshold of € 1
million is exceeded, 4% will be retained instead of 5 %. The impact of this measure
remains to be seen, it is too early to assess its consequences and to know how
investors and the rental market will respond to this particular regulation.
Where do future opportunities lie for private investors?
Luxembourg City still benefits from a high demand for rentals, but we see other
markets open up more as tenants are starting to look a bit further than Luxembourg
City. Districts such as Hollerich, Gare and Bonnevoie are gradually becoming more
attractive thanks to new state-of-the-art development projects in their
neighbourhoods.
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Locations in the South including Esch-sur-Alzette, Differdange and Dudelange are becoming
interesting for investors as they provide new developments at lower entry tickets compared
to the City of Luxembourg. Yields tend to be higher on these locations and demand is steadily
rising.
North of the capital we see opportunities arise not only in cities such as Mersch, Ettelbrück
and Diekirch, but also even further to the north in Wiltz, where there will be a future
development of 750 units by 2030.
For these areas to further attract private investors, close attention needs to be paid to the
further development of infrastructure, office hubs and retail parks. This mixity of uses (office,
residential, retail) is observed more often. It has the advantage of spreading occupational
risk and it is an added value for the 3 segments. The access to Luxembourg-City is important
for future developments, by car but also by train and bus shuttles.
Finally, looking forward we advise investors to diversify their types of residential assets as
opposed to solely concentrating on studios and 1-bedroom apartments. Two of these
alternatives are co-living or student housing. In the current market, however, these are rare
assets, but this will change in the future as developers are keen to develop other residential
segments. Given the pricing is right, these alternative segments could also be of interest to
institutional investors.
Institutional investors
As stated above the institutional investment market in Luxembourg is not yet mature but
attracts high interest from national and international institutional investors. Those players
target Luxembourg for real estate investment due to its political stability and economic
growth since the beginning of the 21st century. Most of them are engaged into an asset
diversification strategy and/or have specific mandates to build residential asset class
portfolios throughout Europe. Hence the growing appetite for Luxembourg residential
investment.
Several investment strategies are into play but we understand residential built-to-rent with
market cash-on-cash returns as well as income stream security prevailing on capital value
growth potential is the favored one. Most of them are focusing on large tickets (from 20M€)
in central urban locations and avoid co-ownership.
They are currently facing traditional issues entering the market: access to accurate data,
understanding the dynamics of the letting market and teaming up with the right property
manager as they do not have any local presence.
Most of the opportunities are newly developed properties (existing ones are mostly coownerships) in forward funding schemes (VEFA) but local developers have still a preference
to sell units piece-by-piece to maximize revenues. No discounts for investment volume have
been witnessed so far. Nevertheless, as the financing conditions and tax regime could be
less attractive for private investors in the coming months, the current equilibrium could be
more in favor of institutional investors. Also one must not forget the latter are considering
returns at portfolio level, balancing risk over several jurisdictions, which promotes
Luxembourg even if immediate returns are limited.
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2. Yields
Current prime yields are around 3% and apply mainly to the
City of Luxembourg. Many prime residential districts in
Luxembourg City saw yields compressing below 3% for rather
limited volumes, especially in established neighbourhoods
such as Limpertsberg, Belair and the City Centre. Yields paid
in Luxembourg City are only slightly above those of the main
German cities (Berlin, Munich, Frankfurt, ...) and Paris. They
are well below prime yields applicable in Brussels, Amsterdam
and London.

Yields in Luxemburg tend to increase with the distance from
the capital. As rents have not been increasing at the same
upbeat rhythm as purchase prices, it becomes more difficult
for investors to pay the current prices in the City of Luxembourg,
which explains their interest for peripheral districts and
regional cities.
So far examples of institutional investment in Luxembourg
are limited. In 2019 German institutional investor Patrizia
bought Uni-Val II for € 52 million, 204 furnished student
housing units with a retail component in Belval, a total built
area of 6,900 sq.m. managed by the university. The university
also guarantees the rent.

Prime yields for multi-family properties (Q3 2020) in Europe – Net initial yields

Source : JLL Research EMEA - Notes: Prime yields reflect status of investment-grade property in the city - i.e. yields in UK, Ireland, Italy, Poland and Spain
are weighted towards forward funding returns, others are based off income producing returns. In other markets (Germany, Sweden, Netherlands, Denmark,
France), add 50-100bps for a forward funding yield.
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3. Outlook
It is anticipated that future demand for rental properties will target both the prime
districts in the City of Luxembourg, whilst spreading to peripheral districts and regional
cities, where residential property is less expensive. Investors target residential projects
in areas with good current or future infrastructure where the combination of uses adds
value and spreads risks. Capital flows are also expected to turn to alternative segments
such as student housing, senior housing and co-living. Investor demand is expected
to remain focused on new development opportunities, whilst broadening its target to
existing properties with value-add potential.
JLL also perceives a trend towards redevelopment of existing properties such as large
villas or single houses into apartment properties, thus causing the supply of houses to
become scarcer, particularly in densely populated urban areas. In addition, the impact
of the Covid-19 pandemic on economic and financial conditions in the next few years
should further drive demand towards the rental market.
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Conclusion
The residential market in Luxembourg holds
potential for both private and institutional investors.
Whilst private investors are the most active in the
market at the present time, there is clear interest
from institutional investors for large opportunities
in the main urban areas, where the rental market is
the strongest.
Access to property ownership becomes more
difficult for individuals as prices continue to rise and
financing could become more difficult. Young
people could remain in the rental market a few
years longer before being able to purchase their
living accommodation. Immigrants attracted by the

active labour market might not be attracted by
ownership for various reasons (labour market
mobility to access the best positions available on
the labour market, no established family status
which could be a barrier to mobility…) but still need
to be accommodated by the rental market.
The growing population in large cities is climate
conscious and will turn to new developments for
quality housing. The residential market offers
potential and forms a valid alternative asset class
for investors looking for stable yields and steady
capital value growth.

Summary Dashboard
GDP Growth

Unemployment

Population

2019: 2.3%
Forecast 2020 : -3.7%
Forecast 2021: 5.4%

2019: 5.8%
Oct 2020 : 6.3%

626,108 inh.
1st Jan 2020

Outlook:

Outlook:

Outlook:

Luxembourg
City

Population

Average rent

122,273
1st Jan 2020

€ 29.4
Per sq.m./month

€ 11,035
per sq.m.

(Mid-2020)

(Mid-2020)
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